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BILL JACKSOiT &
NICK MIDDLETON

: Punctured Space
:,., Leamington Art Gallerlp

The landscape tradition hauled with
immaculate technological know-how into
the 21st Century. This piece by Jackson
and Middleton doesn't entice you gently
into its cinematic dimensions but hurls its
digital heaft right out at you, right into your
face. lt's big, bold, conlrontational and yet,
true to the landscape tradition, accessible.
Punctured Space is undoubtedly a shock
to the system oi iovers of Baker and
Whiiehead but deservedly has its place
righi alongside them.

Tlrose with a more contemporary ariistic
ethos rvill lind that this piece appeals - it
put me in mind of a scaled dolnin version of
U2's Zoo Station video wall. The afiists
have made good use of the space provid-
ed them; the siting of the installation could-
n't be better - it spreads black wings at the
centre of Leamington Gallery's landscape
section and roosts there, glowering with a
square, commanding eye. I dely anyone
not to be drawn to it.

It is not merely a video screen - Jackson
and Middleton have been canny with the
concept from the staft. The screen itself is
framed by, what on closer inspection,
reveals itself to be a set of stretched can-
vasses. painted entirely black. The allusion
to ad's painterly heritage is. of course,
obvious but the allusion has a second
edge - one is rerninded of the black fabric
coverings of hi{i speakers. This is not just
a modern take on the Great British land-
scape but also a comment on entertain-
ment media as a whole. As il to back that
up the installation is a complete sensory
experience - aural as well as visual. The
soundtrack is haunting as well as arresting

- Jackson and Middleton sculpt with both
sound and vision.

Most importantly. ol course. this piece is
forcing us to confront our own ideas ol
Landscape as ad and landscape as space

- and how we insinuate ourselves into the
two concepts... not so much "where do we
place ourselves" but "how do we piace our-
selves". The footage (no pun intended) is
of someone - we see only their feet - wad-
ing through a river with snatched and dis-
torted views o{ a landscape seen from
below lhe sudace. The landscape is seen
from within the confines (the treedom?) of
a different kind of landscape (or aqua-
scape if you like) and is a reflection of the
relalionship between art and viewer.

Landscapes cannot be viewed in isolalion
- we are either submerged within the
panorama that we are viewing or are part
of another. We are the landscape, part of
our own experience of it. Jackson and
Middleton's installation eflectively sub-
merges us within its own canvas and
makes us part of a new technological land-
scape. How's the view from where you're
standing?

Steve Blake

LEAMINGTON STUDIO ARTISTS
Spencer Street Church

Michael Takeo Magruder's "lsomorph llb"
provides a watchful tribal backbone to this
visually diverse exhibition. Superbly placed
it rises high upon a central buttress and
dra,rrys the eye inward and upward - both
runway and lotem pole. This movement is
mirrored horizontally by Steve Phillips'
"Head" series, lvhich commands the floor
space with great effect. Again there is
something tribal about these bold sculp-
tures, something primitive. Neolithic in the
broad brows and black angies. There is
sornething disturbingly alien too - and veg-
etable. The heads have a buib-like quality
- they are seeds with immense steely
shoots - both an alien and human harvest.
These two pieces work well together and it
makes you wonder what old dark gods
Takeo Magruder's totem pole is designed
to appease.

From the esoteric to the erotic. Mick
Rafierty's oriental collages and canvasses
lean always on the side of beauty and
poise. Raffeny manages to capture a
sense o{ respectful conslraint even in
abandonment - a sense of propriety even
in the heat o{ ardour - which is compelling
and graceful. The carefui layering of mate-
rials contributes greatly to this - Ratferty
obviously has a good hand - and so our
voyeuristic natures are appealed to by
what is intriguingly hidden without Ratferiy
ever resorting to cheap and easy teasing.
There is a consistency to Haffefly's work
too, which lends it a very reai identity.

Other works ',vhich stood out for me were
Satty Sira's "Pubix 1" and "Pubix 2" and
Martin Beresford's "53 Stations (Opus 2)"
and "100 Views"; the former a delicate
tongue-in-cheek play of curl and wisp
which well compliments Raffedy's "After
Nagauta" (which laces it) without being
remotely seedy. Beresford's work is on a
grander scale. Whereas the movement in
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Sira's work is small and deft, Beresford's ards or cheaters and other animal forms. ing and as the red dols testify most of the
is immense and sweeping - both pieces but the star of the show was, for me, the work will be taken away and
having an organic tidal quality which is stunning. grazing horse, by Julia Prior, cre- cherished.This is an artist working well
both comforting and strangely exhilarat- ated from a tree stump and branches and within her talents, using acrylic like oil, and

ing. The smoky blue-grey of "100 Views" placedwithsuchauthoriiy. pleasing us at the same time. Long may
lends the movement a feeling of weight she continue.
and sinew which neither detracts from it or Other afiists exhibiting were Tony Prior,

slows it down. Laura Merlin, Wiz Shayler, Pat Gearaghty. Dave Phillips

Neil Aldridge, and Victoria Donovan.
Sleve Blake

Sleve Pliillips
' '' ,'

',,'
Guinea Pig Design is a piace where engi-
neering and art meet, with innovalive, cre-
ative and humourous results.
Radios change stations randomly or when
touched. TVs are allowed to be height
adjusted at whim and baby buggies have
built in headphones for occupant and
pusher.

Graham Powell is an enthusiast who is
delighted to discuss his work and a visit to
his workshop is a refreshing and thought
provoking experience.

Erian Lamont
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CAW is living up to its remit with its invclve-
ment in the local community. it is not afraid
to take on the unusual, such as 'The
Message' that cornprises visual work lrom
local youth club members. The work con-
sists of large mural type comic images
boldiy painted and having narrative
sequences incorporated. it is part of a
genre involving comic imagery but blown
up to enormity and tlrus having consider-
able dramatic effect on those who under-
stand the various story lines. Tlrere is
much movement and gestural emphasis
with a striving for effect and to that extent it
is a successful venture. Those involved
must have given their. let us see more of it,
so that lhe whole gallery is full and thus
supplying a coherence and logic to the
exhibition as a whole.

, "i" i'

'':::..

Fresh from successful exposure in the City
Arl Gallery Leicester. this group of artists'
rvork was now divided between two
venues. Obviously the separated work had
lost some of its combined impact. There is
aiso the question of presenting works in a
non gallery environment, in tlris case a pub
and a theatre foyer. l'm afraid that I sub-
scribe to the general principle that the
more esoteric the work the less you need
other factors to interfere with one's con-
templation. Nonetheless this is an interest-
ing group, whose approach to creating art-
works would seem to be, more conceplual,
thought provoking and chalienging than
several of the other artgroups in the region

Elizabeth Wright.

The Cutting Gailery, near Stockton, offers
reasonably priced siudio space for up to a
dozen artists, and several members of the
group were on exhibition here; and as with
any thriving group of artists that work in

close praximity, there was evidence of
cross referencing and also of diversity.
lndividual works were remarkable within
each exhibitor's space, but I was particu-
larly taken by Pat Noble's body of work,
which dernonstrated a sensitive balance
between the colour, shape and mark-mak-
ing that seemed to retain tlre mystery of
the work's development.

The slrowing of Brian Lamont's work that
extended to paintings, drawings and prints
was a revelation. As an artist he has over
the years managed to keep his work going
in splte of a vast administrative load as a
Dean in charge of the Ad and Design
School at Warwickshire College.What was
the rnost unusual aspect of the visit to his
studio, and he had lvell over a hundred vis-
itors, was the fact that he took you through
the printing process in all its technical
complexity in a professional manner so
that all was made clear and in addition you
ended up with your own print. His olvn
work varied from figurative to abstracl
designs. What seemed to intrigue him
most was how he could obtain composi-
tional value and image potency through
the use of a basic motif that could be
rearranged in varied combinations, like
permutations on a theme. Some of these
were based in pad on middle-eastern pro-

totypes but had their singulariiy stamped
on them by l-amont's sense of colour and
fornr. lt is this challenge that one suspects
will form the basis of his future work and
his skili and understanding of the printing
process will stand him in good stead.
Visitors liked the lvork and many took not
only the prinis they were able to make
under guidance but some of the original
work too.

Dave Phillips

KAT^hTY $dSBSTHR
Milvertcn Terrace
Leamington Spa

This was also true of David Broadfietd's This exhibition is a feast for the eyes wlrere

Pase 2 always firmly. People like this kind of paint-

Dave Phillips



DOMINICA VAUGHAN

,, Plymouth Place
,:::l:i LeAmington Spa:: :,'';:,,

This exhibition displays the highly proces-
sual nalure ol Dominica Vaughan's work,
both as she works up a final image from
charcoai drawing through colour study to
finislred painting, and as she allows lrer
themes and images to evoive over time.
Earlier work is more straighffonruardly rep-
resentational as it focuses on the female
nude, particularly as it moves responsively
to music and rhythm. The "Heads" series
shows her turning her atlention to that
most enigmatic paft of the body to explore
the way a personality can be both present

'.,et inaccessible in the privacy and unread-
ability of a face.

'Beyond Skin' - her new work - is a culmi-
nation of all that has gone before and con-
firms the figure to be her forte. The por-
trait remains the point of origin and is now
used to explore the theme of the mirror-
image. lssues of sameness and difier-
ence are posed by the doubled figures who
relate not only to the viewer but to one
another. engaging the beholder's eye but
at the same time evading it to remain for
ever inscrutable and out of reach. Gold
burnish lifts and heightens each image but
is more than mere surface adornment.
Repeatedly scraped oif and re-applied, it
creates the impression ol spatial depth and
byzantine antiquity, such that the figures
emerge darkly from the textural, layered
sudace that Vaughan has made her trade-
mark.

Catherine Bates

IRIS BERTZ & DAVIDJONES
Southtown Gallery @ Gaia

Leamington Spa

ln her second installation at the Southtown
Gallery, willow-artist lris Berlz again
demonstrates her extraordinary sensitivity
to site. As the slimmest o{ willow wands
cascade from the walls (suspended ran-
domly but thickly from nail holes left by pre-
,rious exhibitions) they associate with a
tangle of different but all organic forms:
water as it streaks down a vertical surJace,
hair as it falls like a curtain irom its follicles,
tendrils of vine or fern as they grope for the
iight, roots as they force their way down
into subterranean chambers or vaults.

Of them all. it is this last that resonates
most with the gallery's uniquely crypt-like
space, a few carefully angled spots accen-

tuating the effect as they dim the atmos-
phere and cast thread-like shadows
against the old brick. The installation pow-
erfully juxtaposes fragility and strength,
hinting at these delicate. attenuated forms
lhat are yet capable of forcing their way
through brick and stone. A bird's nest
picks up on the theme, calling our attention
by being placed so as to catch the only
natural light in the room as it falls from a
light-well at street level.

The theme continues to be questioned and
evoked in the work of ceramicist, David
Jones. At first glance, his raku-fired pots
exude an eafthy, gritty strength.
Commanding and almost ponderous, they
appear to have the massiveness, density
and weight of granite blocks. Resoluteiy
unpolished, their lava-like surface wittily
collapses content and {orm by alluding to
that most ancient of objects - the funerary
urn. Ashes to ashes.Their appearance of
timeless durability, however, is deceptive.
The illusion of thickness and weight is cre-
ated by placing one pol inside another and
sealing the t\ryo lips, so that the inner and
outer contours fail to correspond and the
pot interestingly becomes a hollow vessel
tnrice over. Slashes cut deep into the clay
alter throwing both animate and record the
vulnerabilily of bodily {orms. Such cuts
and dents disturb the symmetry of the
piece, breaking its ridged or rounded
curues and disrupting the regularity of the
coil. What seems to be desecrated. how-
ever, is re-consecrated as the broken and
ordinary. The cracked pot becomes a
urork of art. ln the same way, the gold lus-
tre that glows from surface and interior is
used not decoratively but rather to cele-
brate the Zen-inspired beauty and pre-
ciousness of the everyday.

Cafherine Bales

LYNDA COOK
The Tower

Blackdown Leamington:SPa ::.:'

This powerful series of canvases records
the artist's response to an old door found
by chance in a small fishing village in

southern Spain. Battered and peeling, the
door was the side-entrance to an ordinary
lrouse from an alleyway - the epitome of
the disregarded and overlooked. The
images are more than a mere record of
what the artist saur, holvever. lnstead,
they collapse subject and object until the
paintings become the tinreworn surface
themselves, arresting the gaze and forcing
us to look at what r,ve would otheruvise all

too easily pass by. lnfluenced by the
work of Antoni Tapies and Miquel Barcel6,
the paintings abstract the archaeology of
marks and deposits left on the door by his-
tory. The whole emphasis in on showing
how sudace can indicate depth.

Sometimes the sudaces are leathery and
dry, sometimes waxy and caked; some-
times the woven texture of tlre canvas is
allowed to show through. The paintings
have evolved slowly, being repeatedly
returned to and worked on over the last
four or five years. They have also been
surrendered to the elernenls - being left
out in the open for periods of time to
weather and crack - so that they actually
participate in the ageing process rather
than simply representing it. The natural
depredations left by the weather together
with deliberate marks made by the artist
build rrp a whoie vocabulary of decay as
the paint is variously scratched, scored,
smeared, splashed, dribbled, dented, bit-
ten into, corrugated. crumbled, flecked
and flaked.

The result is a palimpsest of marks - criss-
crossed patterns both obliterated and
revealed - some as if left by human hands
(layers of old paintwork. the indecipher-
able remnants of ancient graffiti), some by
the hand of time (rusted iron, the splits of
oid wood exposed to r.vind and salty air).
This is an art that boldly negotiates the
relation between the found and the made.
Strong tonal contrasts in blacks and rusts
make lhe series the visual equivalent of
the guttural, as the canvases growl from
their frames. Moving way beyond the
romantic or the charming, the paintings
are brutal like concrete, and would be the
more so for being unglazed. Although the
glass protecis the sudaces from fuflher
deterioration. it preserues them as speci-
mens, stopping in its tracks the process of
decay the;r so powerfully evoke.

Catherine Bates

David Jones

Page 3
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Ann Power's fascination over the last few
years has been with the mystery of line. ls
line an entity in iiself or something that
relates only to space - a mark that divides
or contains, a point of conlact betlveen two
surfaces or planes? The drawings and
paintings in this exhibition ponder the
question. ln the charcoal drawings. strong
verticals twist and diverge and lhe uncom-
promisinE black of the rnedium carves out
a contrasting white. But is this negative
space? When is white just the paper
showing through and when is it drawn as
such? ls a lacuna a space in its own right
or a gap between spaces? Can it be
denoted by a line?

ln the watercolour series, veftical lines tra-
verse each sheet. their continuity broken
only by the factitious edge of paper or
frame. Here the break is imposed from
the outside. Uninterrupted (the paintings
seem to suggest), the lines could extend to
infinity. lt is not a graphic line, however,
more a meeting of edge to edge or lip to iip
- a border sometimes clean and hard but
more often than not gradated and blurred
as colours are made to bleed into one
another.

ln some of lhe studies, the use of colour
and tone is lrarmonious, pleasing to tlre
eye.But the new work - the watercolour
series entitled "Process" - moves on to a
whole new dynamic. Here the line is sub-
ordinated, its dominance re-defined as it
breaks up, splinters, even disappears alto-
gether. Egg- and pebble-like shapes re-
direct the eye and the colours burst, surell,
and plume with a life of their own.

Catherine Bates
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The other paft of the CAW gallery was
taken up by the work of Tony Donnelly. the
artist in residence ai the Gallery through-
out Jr,ily. He has been described as
'Promising new talent' (Art Review) and
'Destined to be an art star' (Observer).
What we saw, and I doubt it was the full
range of his work, considering the acco-
lades, was snrall Albers type paintings with

Page 4

Dave Phillips

A real coup for Leamington and one that,
at the time of writing, is already bringing in
afi lovers en masse to the Royal Pump
Rooms gallery. lt's hardly surprising - the
role-call of artist is impressive - Paul Nash,
Flex Whistler. John Piper, Cecil Beaton...
and the list goes on. The big names have
marched from the Sitwell estate in
Derbyshire and taken up temporary resi-
dence in Leamington Spa.

A wise eye has made the selection that is
on display here - a satisfying mix of per-
sonal works - portraits of the Sitwell's
close friends and confidantes - and the
brave rosettes of some of the 20th centu-
ry's most exciting artistic nrovements:
cubism and vorticism. All the works here
partake of an ambivalent ambience - one
gets the distinct impression that each has
a deep sentimental significance to the
Sitwell family while also having a broad
public significance to the world in general
and art history in pa*icular. The collection
is significant with both a capital and a small
"s" - and both are equally valid.

There is a complementary combination of
painterly works and those that are more
illustrative and I will admit to having a
predilection for the latter, with Paul Nash
being a personal favourite. The beautifully
sombre shadows and lesser-shadows of
"War Landscape 1918" cries out volumes
and for a piece that actually ernploys limit-
ed tonal variations the sense of depth is
startling. 'The Forest Scene' is just as dif-
ferent - a complete opposite - but no less
beautilul or affecting.

colours. These were amassed on the wall 1917, is another startling piece and flies
and as such rnade a considerable impact, cubism's intriguing flag wittr a quietly thun-
for they towered above one and their derous grandeur. lt is easy to see why it
repetition was quite hypnotic. There is a was a favourile o{ Osbert,s and I can do no
formalised simplicity about Donnelly's work better than to quote his description of it
that takes considerable courage to do. which appeared in his jg25 book on
One small aberration and the whole edifice Nevinson; 'The angles and curves of pale
comes crumbling down but if right it has a blue smoke, those cylindrical chimney-pots
strength and seeming purpose. How far it that turn in the wind with the sound of a
seems to be saying can you simplify and ghost in chains and clanking armour".
still retain significance, which question There is something both working ciass grit
puts us into the realms of Mondrian and and Gormenghast-like aboul the scene
Albers, and one that I suspect Donnelly which is darkly mesmerising.
wouid like to enter.

John Piper's 'Montegufoni 1947' paintings
(2 works) - both mixed media pieces - are
delicately haunting. a watermark tracery of
texture and tone which, despite the light-
ness of iouch, yet gives one the sense of a
great weight of years upon the brow and
the sigh of pleasure needed to remove it. I

can't praise them enough. They are worth
a trip to the Pump Rooms themselves.

There is ultimately a dark heart to this exhi-
bition - a dark after-pulse to the dark beat
of the 20th Century - but the beat is still
strong. The head is big. Come and be
exhilarated.

This exhihition runs iront 4th itily - 29th August ?002

Steve Biake

Goddard exhibits a number of white boxes
of a similar size (112 mtr sq.).Within each
box, several pieces of (apparently) scrap
wood are layered, one behind the other, as
one may hold a secretive hand at cards;
showing yet not revealing. I suspect that
some of the wooden pieces were 'found',
but Goddard has evidently painted and dis-
tressed many of the 'scrap wood' pieces
deiiberately, even nails and {ixings (as an
indicator of previous use) are for the most
part added. These consiructions, do not
only evoke a journey along a coastal foot-
path, but also the decaying aesthetic of the
neglected beach hut or an ancient wooden
shipwreck,creating a sun and salt
bleached reference to time passing. I was,
however, especially laken by 'Night Train'
a piece that seemed to lift a snippet of
time, as can a photograph, which was
unusual in this context.

Steve Phlllps
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to have also adopted some of tlre man-
nerisms of Expressionism, and their use
doesn't automatically imply emotion. The
'Fortune Teller' was for me the piece ihat
stood out in this confident show.

Sieve Phll/rps

JANE POWELL

Paintings & Prints
Jane Powell Studio

Kenilwofih

Jane Powell is an accompiished artist
who has cleariy come to terms with the
craft and skill of painting in a variety of
media; her subjects are of the country-
side, villages and still life. The rnork on
show certainly demonstrates that she has
a mature touch and a resolute eye for
detail. lt is not difficult to see why Jane
Powell is considered to be an influential
local artist and tutor.

Steve Phillips

ISOLDE JEWITT,

47 Smith Stre€t: 
"" 

.

Waruvlck

it v/as very enterprising of lsolde Jewitt to
lrire an empty shop for a week and hold an
exhibition. lt gave the artist the oppofiunity
of seeing her r,vork in a sort of gallery set-
trng vrhich can allvays be very revealing.
The imagery presented was varied con-
sisting of figures, fish, flowers and the
effects of water and light in a variety ol
contexts. This was energetic painting that
had boldness and directness and height-
ened colour. 'Nasturtiums' is a case in

ooint where close observation rvas cou-
pled with spontaneity in the handling of
the paint. This exhibition shor,vs a restless
mind eager to explore any number of sub-

;ects and what you see is what you get
.vith no frills, no nostalgia, just an enjoy-
rnent of life. The work was done in a shotl
space of time and showed the determina-
tion that comes from meeting a deadline in
one considerable creative burst.

Dave Phillips

' ,i', ':':: 
::'li

JEAN.PIERRE KUNZLER

Paintings :

CAW Gallery

This was a large, carefully mounted exhibi-
tion from an artist who presents his work
proiessionally. The majority of the images

are of heads, mostly several times larger
than life size and generally full frontal.
Kunzler reduces the facial image to a map
or diagram, using a leaden line,(as if allud-
ing to stained glass) to separate his exper-
iments with brushstroke and colour.
Admitting to the influence of Roualt and
Chagall (both painters who have worked
with slained glass) he has used these
masters to some advantage; but he seems

lsolde Jewitt

Jean-Pierre Kunzler
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This large exhibition of watercoiour with
gold threads stitched into them is refresh-
ing and vibrant and fills a whole bay. Here
is an artist who relates her pastel coloured
work to a variety of ideas that involves her
life and bringing into focus her background
from a mid-European country. lt has wit
and playfulness akin to Klee with a dose of
nostalgia evoking memories of friendship,
place and time. An artist who is searching
for meaning and bringing the immediacy of
her life into the foreground. Some of the
work is forrnal in character, other more nat-
uralistic but ail the time a real artistic pres-
ence is afool and one discerns a talent
coupled with a playfulness that may take
her some way into the artistic firmament. ll
is a lively exhibition and never boring for
each picture throws up a new set of ideas.
One iooks fonrrlard to the next show of this
promising young artist.

Dave Phillips

This retrospective of Freud's work at the
Tate is a very revealing one. His early work
is exquisite and alluring with more than
enough frisson to engage. Someiime in the
50s he started to paint in a loose rnanner
and much of it was the nude human figure.
That he is a painter of distinction even with
the post 50s work is evident when he
paints pictures that don't have the nude in

them. Yet what the critics seern to overiook
in their accolades is that the muddy

browns with rvhich he treats flesh is thal of
students who were told to restrict their
palettes to a limited and subdued chromat-
ic range as in the old NDD days.
Furtherrnore his understanding ol anatorny
seems iess than convincing at times. Time
and time again many of the lirnbs and rib-
cages and other parts ofthe body such as
the neck and arms are poorly represented.
They seem to lack structure and at times
seem more like sausages. Why discolour
flesh and make the faces so pitifr.il, when
not necessary, as if the subjects are suf-
fering from psoriasis. The surroundings of
many of the nudes are rvell painted. One
has to conclude that his treatment of the
flesh and the faces where the paint seems
to represent skin peeling off is deliberate.
Somewhere along the line of his develop-
ment perhaps he misunderstood what
Bacon was atternpting to do with the psy-
chological {orce of his disiortions. Why not,
Freud tlrought, become the painter of
repulsion depicting the universality of
human flesh in such a manner that instead
of being endearing would make the viewer
become aware of mortality. The figures in
many instances seem to have been badly
bruised and beaten with blotches and a
multitude of blemishes. lt makes one feel
uncomforlable, to say the ieast. lt goes too
far to assert as some critics have that the
viewer mistakes the 'truth' of lris obserua-
tions for ugliness and that Freud alone
does not find ugliness in the 'true' flesh lre
records but is a sort of honest Joe.

No, it has to be faced that what is present-
ed is the work lvhich has an element of
deviance, if he cannot see the impiications
of lvhat he is presenting, which is surpris-
ing considering how much flesh he has
enjoyed in his lifetime. As Schopenhauer
despised mankind, so Freud is out to
ensure that we get little sensual satisfac-
tion from the nakedness he paints. The
works are full of mannerisms and after
seeing several of his nudes you can antic-

ipate how the rernainder will be treated.
Even the grandiosity of the gargantum
offers little except the spectacle of moun-
tains of flesh, as in his late works. and
there is something of the circus and the
bizarre even about these works. There is
one possible redeeming analogy which
could in an odd sort of r,vay link up with
conceptualism, in that the flesh treatment,
that reminds one of brutalised bodies is a
metaphor for the horror of the world to-day.
lf that is a 'truth' it is not a hope{ul one but
smacks of the 'reality' that the conceptual-
ists seek. So the old-fashioned notion of
artists making marks on sudaces has
come full circle in that Freud has joined
hands with those who seek to tell us about
the world in strange and weird ways. There
are other artists of equal stature who offer
a totally different but on the whole a prefer-
able perspective such as John Hoyland or
Philip Sutton or even dear oid Peter Blake
or David Hockney but alas they are not
offered a retrospective at the Tate.

So Freud emerges an afiist oi split persorr
ality with some powerful works but a whole
range of flawed ones powered by some
peruersity of outlook. This view does not fit
into the general praises given to Freud's
work who is an established artist selling his
work for vast sums of money. Go and look
and see whether you agree with me. My
criticism is confined to his nudes over the
last twenty years and not to his other paint-
ings. I should be interested to hear from
you and I can be contacted through dave
phillips @ lsa-arlists.co. uk

Dave Phi!lips
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: , Pholographs b-r, Cecil Beatsn
'.'i ' WarwiCk Museum,' :

,,' , , 'Vtlarwick ,,

As the title of the exhibition implies this is
not about the photographic artistry of Cecil
Beaton but the life of William Walton anci
indeed the 'Sitwells'. ln fact it appears to
be part of the Osbert Sitwell collection, cur-
rently showing at the Leamington Art
Gallery. The Sitwells were lar more
involved with William Walton than Cecii
Beaton, who. though one of ol those
'Bright Young People' of the time, was,
as we see here, the 'jobbing photographe/
,u,vith coniacts, taking a few press pictures
from time to time to help his friend Walton.

It is however interesting that in these
images of Walton we see the 'comnrercial'
side of photography the 'bread and butter
work' of providing a hook for editorial free

Catrin Webster detail fiom'Summer Painting' review on page 19



'puffs' or in depth articles that reduce the
photographer's work to a postage starnp
no matter how well crafied or aestlretically
stated. This work was at the beginning of
Cecil Beaton's photographic career.

Beaton was born in 1904, and it was not
until the late 1930s when he became a
photographer for Vogue and Harpers
Bazaar, or indeed during World War 11,
'"torking for the Ministry of lnlormation, that
his reputation as a photographic artist flow-
ered. However in this exhibition are clues
as to r,vhere that talent lay and, shows the
rocky path all photographers with aesthet-
ic ,artistic aspirations must tread. With the
irnages of Walton from 2 to 5 we are no
nearer knowing who the 'real' Waiton is.
but iare can see Beaton's struggle as he
endeavours to find a photographic aesthet-
ic. We also see that Walton is incredibly
handsome, but uncomfortable In front of
the camera, and that Beaton is aware of
ihis. ln image 5 this is confirmed by the
yvay Beaton has used artificial light to high-
light this rather than using available light as
he had done in the other images. Walton is
before his camera again in the 1940s and
through to the mid-1950s. Beaton seems
at last to be in control of the camera,
though it is a well knorvn fact that even the
simple technical knowledge, which would
have helped then and later, still eludes
him, but we do have a key to Beaton's real
creative eye in images 6 and 11. Walton is
more at ease in front of the camera and in
image 6 we see he is not too proud to sit
on the floor, to be viewed from above, to be
looked down on, to be seen from a human-
ist point of view. not from below as the hero
on a pedestal. Beaton's real skill and cre-
ativity has persuaded his sitter to do this. to
engage in the charades, tableaux, cos-
tume dramas and formal designs within his
images that are to become the hallmark of
his aftistic genius. lmage 11 demonstrates
too Beaton's growing awareness of the
decisive moment as he captures a loving
glance that passes between William and
Susana in ltaly. The contact set of Walton
in the final images of lhe Waltons, taken in
1972, shows Beaton still struggling.
Having solved the problem of someone
rvho was uncomfodable in front of the cam-
era he now deals lvith another dilemnra. ln
poftraiture. the question he tries to solve is
is a 'Classical Portrait' pose, or'What the
hell do we do with the subject's hands ? '.

Hands, arms and shoulders invariably
treeze into unasesthetic shapes, which
command undue attention and draw the
viewer away from the face rather than
tourards it. However as image 15 sholvs
Walton enjoys and shares Beaton's sense
of humour and is at ease with him and this
is the key to this great image. The formal

Eirli I

regalia that Walton wears, which could
have inhibited both of them, is forgotten.
They are playing charades again. lt is this
playfulness that makes image 17 ot
Susana so delightful as with Beaton she
lies down on the floor for a portrait of her
peeping around the bottom of a doorway. lt
is these images which show not only the
future artistry of Beaton but something of
the real nature of Walton.

It is of course the images of the Sitwells
that are also part of this exhibition that are
the key to Beaton's photographic work and
to William Walton both of whom they
championed, Edith Sitwell contributing her
outre, rhythmic verse, in the creation of
Walton's Facade and as we see here her
understanding and willingness to paftici-
pate in Beaton's charades, indeed, to be
pad of his theatrical tableaux. ln image 19
you can clearly see in Edith's eyes some-
one who is in love with the game and
humour of the moment. ln image 21 she
plays dead and lies on the floor. a living,
sculptured, sarcophagus. With her broth-
ers Osbert and Sacheverell in lheir home
in Renishaw Hall they create with Beaton
the monumental triptych images on show.
Beaton's talent blooms. lndeed these
images 19 lo 27 are from the period when
Beaton first met Edith. ln his book the
'Wandering Years' Beaton with unbridled
excitement describes their lirst meeting.
.... I had expected Edith Stiwellto be eth+
real and beyond worldy concepts.... ln
spite of her cadaverous appearance , her
complexion is as fresh as a convolvulus ,

and she has a disarming girlish manner of
not being able to contain her laughter '....

The excitement is still there in his images
of her o{ that time. Edith still engages,
albeit with a iouch of melancholy, with
Beaton 35yrs later, as we can see in
images 26 to 30. All this brings us back to
that first image in the gallery of the 'Bright
Young People' of 1927, of whom Cecil
Beaton was a member. Their achieve-
ments still illuminate the century in which
we now live.

Richard Sadler

,;:; .:,..1; .:;: ,ALISCN LAMBERT,," : t:.

'Variations of an Enigma'
',' JillGeorge Gallery

Soho
London.

Alison Lambert's recent l,vork is a tour de
force consisting of six naked monumental
larger than life-size figures. both men and
women. The process of depiction has
come from layer on layer of torn paper.
marked by an increasing density of char-
coal application, as is her nrethod. till the
figures seem to project three dimensional-
ly into space. Their starkness and immedi-
acy is further enhanced by the white
ground on which they are depicted. lt is as
if a searchlight has cauglrt the figures in its
beam and pinned them doruvn like laborato-

ry specimens to be examined. Each has a
different posture but the overall effect is as
if some unknown drama is unfolding before
our eyes. The facial expressions and body
movements make one realise that these
figures, through their individuality, repre-
sent mankind without adornments. The
darkness of the sudace of these bodies,
the accumulation of the repeated attempts
to get the image right, creates a faint light
that rakes across the forms putting in
doubt r,vhether these figures are black or
white. This paradox helps establish their
common humanity entangled as they
seem in some larger event.

What is the nature ol their predicament
standing as they do, transfixed in compli-
cated configurations, even contortions,
with expressions evident of discomfort,
their anguish discernibie. The size of the
figures, the detectable struggle through the
material, even the savagery of it all, to
make a definitive statement about 'mean-
ing' offer these works as a chalienge to our
sensibilities and values. There is nothing
flippant about the intention, or facile or
easy about the production and no associa-
tion with any ready made ideology. Rightly
or wrongiy they set out to have gravitas, as
if the artist herself, exploring the utmost
limits of her creativity has felt critically chal-
lenged. Every mark is a thought,
enmeshed in leelings that are charac-
terised by sorrow. binding together these
forms as an ensemble. One cannot ignore
them, they loom large, they question the
their presence.

Still the mystery remains as to their status,
their origins, their raison d'etre and what
possessed the artist to undertake this
Odyssey. She has moved far from idyllic
classical forms, full of light and space (and

gi ::s.'tiil i
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hope) to these hulk like creatures. The ear-
lier work could be related to the classical
world both in style and iconography,
whereas this work has no immediate refer-
ents. There seems a deliberate avoidance
of art-historical association, as if such were
anathema, with a longing to immerse in the
elusive objectivity of naiuralism. Yet their
size is disconcerting, for it links them in

character to sculpture, to some unknown
public monumenl, to some testimony but
what, and where and why exactly, remains
the enigma.

Dave Pl'rillilts

What better place lo show text based work
than in the anteroom of a library. The work
spans a period of 20 years, so more time
than usual is needed in order to get the full
impact. Not that you have to read every
word that's embedded in these waxy texts.
This is often impossible anyway. The aftist
doesn't so much impafi knowledge as
impact it. ln one instance a learned dis-
course turns into a comet's tail, but enough
facts, figures and philosophical specula-
tions filter through to demonstrate as wide
a range ol knowledge as any you might
come across in the stacks and shelves
beyond.

Text-based work has popped in and out of
favour for much of the 20th century. As you

would expect it has been used ior purpos-
es other than the more obvious one of
communicating information and ideas.
Picasso and Braque acknowledged their
act of appropriation by collaging words to
make them more picture-friendly. Others
have been less circumspect. As time has
gone on people have been bold enough io
make irnages from text alone or in the case
of Ar1 Language make art that was nothing
but text.

Alan Dyer is very much at home with
words, so there is no hint of compromise in

his approach. lf we get quotation as we
sometimes do, it will often be isolated with
in a wobbly, organic enclosure. The organ
ic shaping of the text is the only conces-
sion to formal imperatives. There is no
attempt to locate the words within a famil-
iar visual frarnework The lines of text often
collide and injure each other out in a liter-

ary pile-up. This doesn't however create a
mess. What it creates instead is a parallel
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narrative that complements and contra-
dicts the semiology of the work in complex
and sometimes beautiful ways.
Mathematicians talk of theorems being
beautiful but usually lvith an air of apology.
We don't get that here. The artist is open
about wanting to explore the aesthetic
dimension of knowledge. The wax gives
the eariier works a rich, alluring patina that
seems to locate them in an age where
things tended to look good anyway. ln the
more recent images the text itself often
takes on a more formal role. ln Ouantum
Notations, closely argued theories are
made to {unction like crosshatching inside
an anatomical profile of a head - sureiy a
first in the exploration of padicle physics! lf
you look hard enough you can even find
Schrodinger's cat.

The insides of heads appear frequently,
with a purpose that's more to do with
knowledge than simple illustration. This
leaves room for the accumulation of frag-
ments of information that are held together
by meandering lines and devices. ln one
dralving a passage of text asks whether it's
possible to make drawings and paintings
that look as if they've been grown rather
than manufactured.

The answer to that question has to be the
show itself.

Peter McCarlhy

Although trutlr can often be stranger than
{iction, it is always assumed that paintings
of real quality will reveal truths about reali-
ty that would othenvise remain hidden. Neil
Moore's paintings hou;ever are deliberate
fictions rather than truths in the sense that
many of the events or actions that are
depicted with such skill and in such rnetic-
ulous detail wouid be downright impossi-
ble. There's an uneasiness about sexuality
as children hover on the edge of puberty -

literally so in the groaningly titled
Rockabye Venus where a teenage putti
shows off his flying skills. He's holding a
mirror so that his slightly older sister can
admire her fealures. And as in the
Velasquez original the mirror provides the
spectator with the image that should by
rights be hers.

What is the meaning of this work? Weil,
Neil tells us in his exhibition notes that he

simply doesn't know or at least he doesn't
know how he got there in this or in any of
the other paintings. Where he seems to
want to be is in an austere. classical world
where people pose enigmatic questions
about their sexuality, their identity, their
relationships and possibly their sense of
purpose. Their nakedness is irnportant
because stranger than fiction truth can
also be the naked truth.

It's usuaily a young and slender version of
nakedness with its innocence and vulnera-
bility fully exposed. There's something
vaguely disturbing about this. Noihing
untoward happens but in a well-painted
diptych male and femaie versions of the
same pre-pubescent figures are lroiding
picture frames against their bodies so as to
reveal maie genitaiia in one panel and
female in the other. lt's the pan of the body
that at that age they would probably most
want to hide. Their cheerful indiflerence to
the situation suggests ambivalence
towards their own sexuality. Their classical
frontali?y reinlorces the Full Monty effect
and confronts the spectator wilh an awk-
ward question that makes this the most
demanding work in the show.

Exquisition nearby and Trichotomy might
at first glance seem bolder, but surreaiistic
eiements tip them over into that other fic-
tionai world in which anything goes.
Moore's work is better when the surrealis-
tic ingredient is more than just an optional
extra. This is alr,vays the problem when fic-
tion becomes surrealistic. Magritte was
probably the only surrealist who could get
under the skin consistently by posing lhe
right sort of question. Coincidentally
Exquisition features a biind-folded iigure.
ln Magritte's case this always represented
his dead mother. ln Moore's case it carries
less dramatic connotations. A bed of nails
that the figure is sitting on reinforces this -
once it vvas an apparatus for practising reli-
gious austerity now it's a theatrical prop.
Even so, better her than me. lt's enough to
make you feel uneasy and that it seems is

its purpose.

There's a languorous figure in another
painting who's also looking surprisingly
comfodable on a bed of naiis. There's a
strange relationship here between these
lrvo contrasting elements. Her body is as
paie as Eve in an eariy Flemish painting.
She's also hiding her'modesty' just as she
would have done there, but this doesn't
seem like the highest priority in such a
spikey situation. There's another echo of
Dutch painting, De Hook perlraps, in a
work that can only be seen in a catalogue
on a tabie nearby. A homely-looking mum
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give warmth and protection essential to
survive the rigours of farming, fislrrng and
fighting. To rveave in patterns of care and
love for their menfolk, for sons, fathers,
husbands and lo,yers. Each jumper an
artistic and individual form in its own
right; the utilitarian and creative as
shown in Hickling's jumpers blorving on
the washing line. The act of knitting to
soothe and while away the hours as they
wait lor those they love to return safely
from natural or manmade forces.
Waiting, biding their time, providing, pro-
tecting. Has the pattern changed or does
the age long rhythm of the message coft
tinue?

Haze! Shaw

That Judith Hickling is a sure and accom-
plislred adist there can be no doubt. She
thinks and feels in images. As the observ-
er, standing in fronl of one ol her paintings
cf the knitting patterns and the sea, you
feel the 'kinaesthetic' power of her work.
She makes you reel, in the sense of sway-
ing and whirling, with the colour, the tex-
iure, the measured beat of waves. the
music, the patterns. and the words, as
inscribed on the paintings, that suck you
to the bottom of the sea.

Having tolally arrested you, you are then
transfixed by the cultural and social
dimensions ol the messages she conveys.
For what Hickling has done is to take the
seemingly mundane and domestic act of
knitting and diffused it with the uncontrol-
lable force of the sea and waves. You are
'rocked' into the significance of the act of
knitting as part of women's role throughout
the ages.

Tlrat her nrork also makes a very strong
contribution to any aspect of gender stud-
ies there can be no doubt. Consider the
traditional roles of men and women. lt is
men, in rnost societies. who have gained
recognition and notoriety for their roles as
'providers' in times of peace, and 'protec-
tors' in times of war. History has too ofien
been just that, 'his story', and yet the part
piayed by women in these same aspects
as 'providers' and 'protectors' is so often
orverlooked.

Hickling shorrys hoiar the simplest art of knit-
ting weaves together these very strands.
As a perquisite the garments produced,
crotect and shield. Her dark, sinister paint-
ings show knitting in the form of iinked
chain mail. They translate all too easily
into the acts of lvar. Connotations of
Crusades and Medieval battles are there.
but the sophisticalion of her work, her
assured touch, links us to the present sin-
ister forces we see before us of war, in the
media. ..!ust as in Aristophanes'Lysistrata',
a classic, uritty. bawdy Greek comedy
about love and war, the message is the
sarne in any age. The Greek comedy and
Hickling's paintings make the same point
about love and death and are 'the perpet-
ual reminder to women and the perpetual
ivarning to men'.

Judith Hickling

This brings us to another aspect of
Hickling's r,vork: the sense ol 'time', as in
the sense of 'waiting' and this for me per-
vades all that she does. Men and wornen
both experience waiting, but sometimes in
sharply different ways. For men 'waiting'
can often be an act. the part tlrat leads to
'action'as in waiting to go into battle, into
the Board room, into the aeroplane that
takes them 1o exciting events and places.
For women lvaiting is a 'condition' to be
endured, frequently with agony.

ln her works wlrich show the knitting pat-
terns and the sea there is an incredible
rhythm to confront. The rhythm of the pat-
tern lvashed down to the seabed; the
rhythm of the knitting needles creating the
domestic lullaby. Beneath it all is, the con
suming tension of waiting. Waiting', the lot
of many wornen conlronting love. war,
poverty, starvation, loss, grief, throughout
the ages.

Knitting is utilitarian, but it can also be
intensely creative and comforting. The
jumpers and balaclavas made from wool
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with the self-referentialism of abstraction.
During the pioneering phase of this devel-
opment the challenge of the unfamiliar was
always a strong influence" Fresh proposi-
tions demanded improvisational resolution
where invention, intuition and chance
might all play a part. ln ihe absence of sub-
ject matter, the establishment of meaning
could not be secured by external refer-
ence. ln order therefore to avoid making
nonsensical gestures artists were obliged
to measure the quality of their handling
against other criteria. These criteria were
not of course fixed and agreed in spite of
the best efforts of the likes of Clement
Greenburg and Michael Fried to nail them
down for good. They could merely be seen
as a set of stylistic allegiances ihat might
assist in identifying specific aesthetic
goals.

It often seems that the difference in these
goals was determined more by personal
ambition and individual taste than any
external factor. Barnet Newman for
instance did not share the same or even
sirnilar methods and objectives as Willem
de Kooning even though they both
belonged to the first generation of
American abstractionists. As Greenburg
put it in After Abstract Expressionism
(1962)'...Newman's occasional brushy
edge is there as if to advertise both his
awareness and his repudiation of the easy
effects of spontaneity.' Greenburg did not
approve of de Kooning's predilection for
painterly excursions. lt ran counter to his
notion of modernist painting as an art that
should be self-critical and therefore self-
referentiai. De Kooning's re{erences to
reality were in fact suitably abstruse until
he embarked on his Woman series. These
are no less abstract in the manner of their
making than earlier examples such as
Gotlrarn News but they remain thoroughly
representationai even though their subject
matter is more generic.

ln this respect they represented a mile-
stone in the history of expressionism
because they offered a way fonivard for a
movement that would otherwise remain
locked in the past. Greenburg was unwill-
ing to recognise the debt that the first gen-
eration of abstract expressionists owed to
De Kooning's pedigree style. He was
unr,villing to acknowledge that the obliga-
tions of figuration that De Kooning was
prepared to take on were not an obstacle
to formal enquiry. The second generation
followed De Kooning's example by con-
centrating on that aspect of his handling
tlrat lvas pointing towards a fully liberated
gestural approach. ln Rauschenburg's
case this was ironic but with many olhers.
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Francisco Goya

Morris Louis, for instance, i! was always
deadly serious.

lnevitably the opening up of new pictorial
territory lead to a way ot handling that
gradually became mannerist. Before this
point was reached however the scene was
set for a type of painterly abstraction that
could rnake references back without
betraying its self-referential purpose.
Abstraction needs to renew itself in this
way if it is to avoid being caught in a reduc-
tionist spiral. This understanding of the
development of practice can also be
brought lo bear on old master paintings as
long as we remember that the terms of ref-
erence that we might employ would not
have been available then. We should not
therefore attribute contemporary notions of
practice to artists who by definition would
be unaware of them.

We can see this illustrated in the case of
Goya and Velasquez if we look closely at
the examples already mentioned. What we
find in Velasquez's Las Meninas are pas-
sages of rapidly applied brushwork that
seem to be formally autonomous when
viewed in isolation. lt's a loosely applied
shofthand that maintains definition by a
type of gestalt effect. There's a garland on
the lnfanta Margarita's dress where you
can see such traces. You can count the
number of brushstrokes and work out
which brush was used for which colour. As
a passage of paint it displays the same
looseness of lrandling as Monet's late,
great Nympheas series of the 1920s,
(commonly seen, by the way, as one of the
precursors of abstract-expressionism).
What's missing in the Velasquez (and in
Monet to some degree), is the high level of

'The Faniit of Chanes lV f 6Aa-18a1)'

emotion and the many expressions of
angst that we would find in fuil-blown
expressionism. Here expressive handling
is being employed not for release but as a
reinforcement of the desire for fluency.
You could argue that this applies equally
well to abstract-expressionism but the
purpose there rryas never so specific. lt
was emotional, it had little to do with rep-
resentations of the real world and every-
thing to do with the inner workings of the
psyche. That's where the difference lies.

lf we want to find an artist who might
embody this level of commitment we have
to look to Goya because here there is
emotion in abundance. lt is in Goya that
we find the true precursor of painterly
expressionism. As already mentioned, his
way ol working owed a great deal to
Velasquez whose late style was depen-
dant on spontaneous gesture for its real-
ism and its sparkle. Velasquez's brushy
approximations did not undermine his
representational purpose, they miracu-
lously enhanced it. Signs of spontaneous
handling were therefore tolerated and
even appreciated by his contemporaries
because the demands being made on the
spectator never strayed beyond accept-
able limits. This is also true of Goya in
The Fanrily of Charles lV r,vhere the
dullest of commissions produces a work
that reads as fluently as a Schuben sym-
phony. lt's a portrait of a rather grim-look-
ing set of royals. This unpromising sublect
is given vitality by spectacularly free han-
dling. The sitters all wore their Sunday
best, allowing Goya to concentrate on
their rich apparel which he used as a
matrix for a display of dazzling colours
and resonant harmonies. Las Meninas is
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recalled not iust in the rapid handling but
also in the structure of the work.

3ut there are a sufficient number of wicked
observations in this piece to make it unmis-
:akably political. lt reflects Goya's discom-
'iture with the royal patronage thal he
cepended on. As an expression of dissent
rolvever it pales into insignificance com-
:ared with his Cappricios, Disastros and
f,uinta del Sordo series There are pro-
'ound implications in these for the develop-
nent of the expressionistic approach. The
=amily of George lV is more significant for
:re exuberance of its handling and the
rgenuity of its composition. lt neverthe-
:ss laid the ground for those later devel-
:pments. The task that Goya set himself
,'.as a pafticularly difficult one. He had to
'ind room for no less than fourteen figures
s:anding in a relatively shallow space. His
sclution was to divide the group into two,
:aving tlre queen and her children in ihe
:entre and the king standing to one side.
The political implications of this should not
ce missed.) With this simple move. what
:culd have been a simple line-uP was
:urned into a complex and sophisticated
:cmposition. Not for the first time, Goya
,',as demonstrating something equivalent
:c the modern concept of pictorial aware-
iess. Anticipating Cezanne, he had spo-
.en elsewhere of the need to consider
nass and plane as a tvay of avoiding the
.lniversal dependence on line. He was of
lourse referring to these 'abstract' con-
:epts in relation to the illusionistic render-
ng of observed reality, as of course was
lezanne. To this degree therefore vve

rave to quaiify these remarks, but they
-epresent an analysis of pictorial form that
,'.'e would more usually associate with the
2Oth century.

, vhat's anticipated more directly however
r the Quinta del Sordo (House of the
Deaf) series is the vocabulary and method-
':iogy of painterly expressionism. Tlrere is

a difference of sea change proportions
cetween this and the painterly handling of
-he Family of Charles lV. The handling is
righly charged in the family podraits but
:his was done for a particular purpose. lt
:-vpassed the stodgy, prosaic rendering of
all such commissions by diverting the
attention away from the dullness of the sit-
iers. The painting displays a brilliance and
a sense of vitality that would have been dif-

'icult to create through less painterly
rneans. But it does not 'express' Goya's
'eelings of discomfiture urith the situation of
oatronage that he was locked into. lf any-
:hing it frustrates their expression by
:mbellishing the painting in ways that
:ould only serve to please the king and

lueen . This ail changed with the Quinta

del Sordo series. They were produced for
his own consumption in 1820-23 when
Goya was in something of a disillusioned
state. They occupied the walls of his dining
room and conlained a bleak, despairing
view of humanity. Many of the larger
murals feature groups of people huddled
together listening to a goat-headed sage in
the case of the Witches Sabbath or singing
discordantly in The Pilgrimage of St
lsidore. Their meaning is unclear but their
rendering is speclacular. The groups of
heads are particularly powedul. With a lew
swipes of the brush Goya convincingly
established each grimacing face without
losing the momentum of the gestural han-
dling.

The roots of the style can be found in the
small experimental paintings of his later
years where he applied oil paint to paneis
of wood, tin and ivory with the same
degree of freedom as a fully-fledged
expressionist might do. The r,vorks are
ofien dark and turbulent. Human folly is
never far away as a subject. Popular cele-
brations are given a twist so that they
become grotesque parodies of real events.
The psychological intensity of lhese works
carries through into the handling. The
loose. jagged brush-work of Carnival
Scene for instance converts it into the stuff
of nightmares. ln the Quinta del Sordo
series he was able to explore this enlarged
technical vocabulary on the same grand
scale as the earlier court paintings. Scale
was a significant factor, then as now, but
back then small meant private and large
public. lt was highly unusual for an aftist to
get involved in radical experimentation
particularly on such a grand scale. Why did
he do it? Well he knew of course that he
was onto sornetlring. He had developed a
powertul means of expressing emotion

and political conviction that went beyond
the scarecrow scrawling of the average
caricaturist.

It's rumoured that Goya used a yard-brush
to paint his fresco in the Church ol San
Antonio de la Florida in 1798. lt's an exam-
ple of figurative radicalism that was free
from the self-consciousness that would
accompany such moves in later times. lts
broad sweeps would not be seen again as
a viable way of working till the latter half of
the 20th century when artists tried once
again to combine realism with expression-
ism. The expressionists themselves, earli-
er in the century did not set out to do this.
Expressionism came out of fauvism and
was bound by a similarly high degree of
artificiality and contrivance. Goya's expres-
siveness was not bought at the expense of
realism. He did not desert the traditions of
representation, he simply extended them.
We will see in the second part of this arti-
cle horni the limits of representation were
only stretched to breaking point again in
the latter half of the 20th century. ln the
next issue of Artspace we will look at the
development of expressionistic painterli-
ness as promoted in the Royal Academy
show of 1981, A Nelv Spirit in Painting.
Freedom of handling manifested itself as a
process of radical enquiry in the mature
styles of De Kooning. Lucien Freud and
Anselm Kiefer. Francis Bacon. who was
also represented in the show, acted as a
bridge between these two tendencies. He
was speci{ic on the role of chance as an
element in his process. Chance u/as of
course at work in Goya's late experiments
but it crept in unnoticed. Bacon introduced
it deliberately as a way of disrupting the
image and anchoring it back to its starting
point. Auerbach did something similar but
through cycles of application, removal and
renewal. ln each case we will see that the
impulse to ignite the image was a wholly
expressionistic one. With Anselm Kiefer
we begin to find a commitment to process.
There's an element of detachment in his
painterly routine that allows tlre subject to
cool donrn. The radicalism ol his wholly
physical approach produces works that are
as weighty and profound as Goya's late
series, but the anger is more contained.
What we see instead is an eroded urban or
rural landscape that's so loosely bound it's
in danger of collapse. He is of course at
the opposite end of the historical time-
frame and he is as ione a figure as Goya
ever was.

Peter McCarihv

l
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The business of wielding a brush and
applying it to canvas in order to make a
painting, used to be referred to as paint-
handling. Now lhe snappier-sounding terrn
'process'has largely replaced it, not least
because the brush has lost its monopoly
on the production of aesthetically legiti-
mate marks. What we are more likely to
encounter in contemporary practice is a
mixture of technical procedures that repre-
sents not a standard cannon but an indi-
vidually tailored methodology. The brush
might have a role to play but it could just as
easily be a yard-brush as a carefully craft-
ed sable.

Not surprisingly, the emphasis on process
comes at a time when conceptualism is in
the ascendancy. This applies as much to
painting as it does to any other form of ai1-
making. Paint-handling seems altogether
too physical a term in a period dominated
by the technical intricacies of video and
computing. lt's also more difficult to asso-
ciate traditional methods of application
.,vith sophisiicated practice now that the
representation of observed reality has
ceased to be the task of choice for main-
stream artists. This was after all the pur-
pose for which aftists brushes were devel-
oped in the first place.

That purpose was undermined to some
degree even before the modern period
began. ln the 19th century artists had tend-
ed to gravitate iowards broader handling
as a way of surviving in unsympathetic
times. The impressionists employed
painterly techniques not just as a way of
pursuing their concern for colour and light
but also as a gesture of defiance against
the French Academy's tyrannical list of
painting do's and don'ts. Paint-handling
only came into its own in the sweaty, untidy
world of expressionism - a movement born
of impressionism and post-impressionism
and then born again twice more before the
end of the 20th century in circumstances
that were not always aestlretically deter-
mined. lts original labelling marked not so
much the starl of a movement as its com-
ing of age. The expressionist impulse had
made its appearance long before the name
first graced the title page of a Thames and
Hudson survey.

There's a simple reason for the urge to
come up with a suitable label for this par-
ticular way ol working. The 20th century
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was the century of movements and the
nineteenth its gestation period. Art move-
ments tended then to be local affairs, the
Barbizon adists in Fontainebleau. the Pre-
Raphaelites in London. the lmpressionists
in Paris. These weren't so much move-
ments as fraternities whose primary pur-
pose was lo promote an attitude, style or
approach and then foster and support a
group identity. There were quarrels of
course. Degas' commitment to the impres-
sionist cause was often called into ques-
tion, especially by Monet the purist. ln the
20th century this need to stay within quar-
relling distance of one's contemporaries
diminished, though it didn't disappear alto-
gether. What arose instead were the
beginnings of stylistic internationalism.

Before the .1 9th century we had the
antithesis of this. lf we look for the roots of
painlerly expressionism in this period, we
become increasingly aware of the absence
of rebel groups or movements with shared
characteristics and concerns. What we find
instead is that the impulse to express is
confined to individuals whose capacity to
improvise with paint is so advanced as to
become proto-expressionistic. Speed of
handling is of the essence of expression-
ism, but speed and accuracy are not
always reconcilable. Abstraction freed the
artist from the obligation to accurately por-

tray a subject. Before such freedoms were
established, painters who wished to paint
spontaneously needed both confidence
and experience in handling a particular
subject if they were to display the required
level of virtuosic skill. What we often see
therefore in the work of landmark 17lh and
18th century artists is a gradual relaxation

' La-s rtfeninas (1656) 'deiail

of control as their careers progress. ln the
early phase of development conventional
methodologies deliver a reliable enough
product but without the qualities of han-
dling that we can find later. During a middle
period, growing confidence in the abiliiy to
work with brushes allows greater freedom
in the handling of paint. But only in the final
phase, when the disciplines of drawing are
subsumed into practice, does paint-han-
dling become fully liberated.

A characteristic of these earlier aftists (and
we will iook ai the examples of Goya and
Velasquez shortly) is that they followed this
pattern of development more or less in iso
lation. Although this did not seem to repre-
sent a handicap, it did mean that there
could be no exponential progress on the
basis of shared experience. There was
nothing that we might recognise as a group
dynamic or any ground-swell that might
create a movement. Progression was his-
torical and therefore sequential. Goya for
instance picked up directly from
Velasquez's Las Meninas (1656) in the
structure and handling of his group portrait,
The Family of Chades lV (1800-01), but
this was a hundred and fifty years later.
What this iilustrates is the slow pace of
communication compared with modern
times.

More important however lvas the absence
of any means of resolving formal issues in
purely abstract lerms. The conventions of
composition and pictorial balance did not
encourage such speculation or invention.
As we know, the liberation of form was a
long and toftuous business, starting with
the experimentation of cubisrn and ending
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:auses in her housework so that she can
::mire her naked son's most recent trick.
: s Rockabye again and he's hovering
:iortiessly above her. lt's a good image -

:-e normal and the absurd are combined
:^ equal terms. The presence of the
'?man and her utterly ordinary, utterly

-^r-emarkable stance is no less arresting
'-an the image of the flying boy. Her

--ilappability in such a weird situation is a
.:-., telling metaphor. The shotv would
-:.'e been all the better for the presence of
-:re like this. -

Peter McCarthy

JANET lI'tIGLlS
Universily sf Warwick

Library Gallery :,:

-andscapes are culture before they are
-:ture', writes Simon Schama in

-andscape and Memory, 'constructions of
--: imagination prolected onto wood and
' ater and rock'.

-:n lnglis' exhibition is a wonderful exam-

- : of the way we make - or rather shape -
', 1at we see. Landscape is not an objec-
' .: reality, to be flatl!, recorded or repro-
: -ced.

=ather, it is the product ol a dynamic con-
.:rsation between aesthetic preconcep-
: lns - the planes, colours. and lines

=rrbedded in cultural memory, both coilec-
: ,,e and personal - and a natural world
.',hich reflects back those expectations but

-,so subtly adapts, alters, and revises
: em in the process.

-an lnglis' series of abstracted seascapes
s presented on eighteen square panels,

their uniformity suggesting boih sameness
and difference as they respond to the ever-
changing relationship between otherwise
iixed elements: sea and land. All the
paintings are meditations on colour.

Their largely pastel tones are never insipid.
however, being brought to life by splashes
of finely judged complementaries - singing
yellov'rs and vermilions. As one wouid
expect, there is a strong emphasis on hor-
izontality. Lines are sometimes clearly
pronounced, sometimes more suggestive-
ly hinted at by gradations of colour or shifts
in tone.

But the soothing recession of horizontals
or parallels - confirming all our visuai
expectations of sky, sea, and sand - are in
turn disturbed by disconcerting diagonals
or lines askew. Sometimes oblique
splashes suggest driving rain on a
windswept beach; sometimes the marks
are less obviously 'readable', evidently
designed to disorientate the eye and save
it from visual cliche.

For me, two panels in padicular stood out.
Number 5, 'Shimmering Sea', sandwiches
its image between two Rothko-esque
planes of graded colour, and brilliantly

combines a sense of stillness (sparkles of
light. the impression of vertical refiections
in the water) with movement (lapping
waves seem to flow towards the viewer).

in number 14, 'Summer Sands'. layers of
thin, almost transparent paint build up to
produce an extraordinary glow, radiating
the sense ol hot sun on sand. We are not
quite sure whether the background is sea
or sky, but the image strongly communi-
cates that it doesn't matter. the scene over-
ali powerfully evoking the lazy, hazy
impression of sleepy. late-summer ennui.

Painting in thinned oils on uprimed board,
Jan lnglis beautifully achieves that elusive
object - the illusion of spontaneity. The
paintings seem immediate and unworked.
Downplaying the opacity of oils, she
chooses instead to exploit their capacity
for transparency and limpidity.

There are moments when oil almost
becomes water, and here the artist has
perfectly created the effect she is aiming
for: a marriage between medium and sub-

lect-matter.

Catherine Bates
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The concepts of power and emptiness are
deliberately iuxlaposed in this exhibition
and aithough one can immediately jump to
the sixth form conclusion that botlr are two
heads of the same coin there is, in Jason
Oddy's plroiography, evidence of far sub-
tler and far more intricate machinations.

Oddy's main concerns seem to be with
artificial space - space that is not naturally
occurring but is contrived - and space that
exists within the edifices of power and
authority that we, as a race, like to throw
up. We like such buildings to be imposing,
to deify those '.vho work in them and to
diminish those who are invited to visit
them. lt is curious to realise that it is the
space that the buiiding encapsulates as
opposed to the shell of the building itself
thai achieves this. We create a space. an
emptiness that implies... what? An indica-
tion of godhood? An authority that is
unfathomabiy omniscient? The short
answer is yes. Although none of these
photographed spaces are natural they all
try to emulate the great natural spaces of
the world: mountains, canyons, chasms -

those vast empiinesses ol nature that
dwindle the onlooker to the stature of an
insect and give one a taste of the humiliiy
one wouid feel in the presence of God.
These buildings try to imply that God's
handirvork runs rich and deep through their
very fabric, through each brick and girder -

God is in evidence in the very space and
nothingness that rushes between the wa!ls
that box it in. But it is not God. lt is us. Man.
Our sell-elevation to godhood, the mantle
of godlike power that we take for our-
seives. This aione is what is really repre-
sented by these frolvning, austere spaces.
Look upon our works and tremble.

And how does Oddy's work capture this
sense of power lhat men set themselves
over other men? By tlre absence of man.
Naiure abhors a vacuum. Nothingness
cannot exist. These spaces that Oddy has
photographed are full - each and every one
of them: there are objects. the accou-
trements of use and purpose, tlrere is
architecture and geometry, there is mathe-
matics. there is colour and texture. There
is no emptiness. But there are no people in
Oddy's photographs and so we see the
spaces as empty. We see ihem as coldly
imposing and alien - yet they are the works
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of our hands and our rninds. Should they
not be familiar and homely? Just as when
we stand upon the lip of an unpeopled
canyon and, although it be teeming with
life, ,,ve see it as ernpty so too do we ele-
vate these architectural spaces to the slate
of emptiness. And it is an elevation. WE
cannot abhor a vacuum - nature has little
to do with it - and when faced with it (when
faced with the absence of oursehres) r,ve

attempt to fill it... r,ryith God if we are of that
mind, if not then with the atmosphere and
etlrer of our own power and authority. The
buildings that Oddy has photographed are
evidence of this - proof of our love and
repugnance of immense space, gargantu-
an emptiness. From Hitle/s tvro mile long
holiday complex on the Baltic lsland of
Rugen to the vast clinical enclosure of the
Moidova Sanatoriurn (swimming pool or
ice rink? You tell me) our obsessions with
our own power and the creation of our own

Eouitesy of the Punp Raaf,,s c1pyright Jascn Oddy

emptinesses are shamefully clear. tvlaybe
it is not power and emptiness that are two
heads of the same coin but power and
folly?

Infiuencing Space is a perplexing and
sobering exhibition - and all the more wor-
thy because of it. There is a stiilness to
Oddy's photographs - not an emptiness -

and though humour ls very much in evi-
dence it is both black and uneasy, the joke
lnevitably being very much on ourselves.
'The administration declines all resoonsi-
bility. lndeed.
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1 review this exhibition on the theme of
-:surrection without thinking about resur-
'=:tion attempts in painting in Medieval
:-d Renaissance Art cannot be ignored.
-Ceed, Dominica refers to painters and
'-eir work such as Piero Della Francesca's
:esurrection' (1463) and Caravaggio's
leath of the Virgin' (1605) in her artist's
::atement.

-3!',/ever more modern versions can sug-
::st other concepts besides what the

=:cve painters have attempted but here in
-=r',,vork there is a different approach and
-:eed, this is what this exhibition is all

=:out, plus my references here to
I rminica's earlier r,vork leading up to it.

::surrection can be 'born again', 'renewal

-' life' or 'entering another world'. lt can

= so involve a process or sequence of
:;rng' or 'destruclion' to a 'new life' or
,cnstruction'. lt is a creative process
'. rere the old body is cast off so that a new
-:dy can rise up out of the ashes: or

= . erything in the present body is
: <changed for the new and even then, it is
- :ntinually being replaced.

-'ris is a process where the old self under-
:Jes a cellular change. lt goes on
'-'cughout this life and everyone is unique
- ihe way this process works.

:adly. the human condition has not always
: owed this to happen in a natural
:?quence. Eanhquakes, wars, accidents,
':oding, has laid waste large areas of land
- iing off millions of the world's inhabitants,
'-ls. however. is connected to the destruc-
: .e side when the body and other forms of

'e go through death to regeneralion or ris-
'rg agarn,

:1er major catastrophes. there are gener-
: ly sociological changes, changes in poli-
: :s. different attitudes and regrouping in
:ifferent societies, cultural mixing and
rterchange. All this has been witnessed
:ver the past century and to groups of
:r'tists in particular, who have been sensi-
: .'e enough to try to find a way out {or
:remselves in their artistic expressions. if
rot for society around them.

-he apparent rebellious esoteric groups of
arlists in Europe, New York and Flussia at
:.re beginning of the last century, the
=auves, Gubists, Dadaists, Surrealist,

Expressionists, Futurists etc. shocked
society with their blatant apparent exhibi-
tionism with ungrammatical and some-
times wordless poetry, political intrigues
and generally opting out from established
ways in the practice of afi as it was then.
ln their manifestos and behaviour, they
were perhaps precursors of a present day
attitude in art.

Dominica also mentions previous work in
her exhibition statement, 'Freeing the
Spirit' and 'lnner Rhythm'. This is moving
away from the old order of somewhat more
socially acceptable traditional methods.
She bypasses 'what was' in favour of the
freedom to start again, to renew.

From her earlier work. it appears that on
her large canvasses, she pushes and pulls
and scrapes the paint around in choice
less ways, letting the arm movements flow
with the movemenls of the brush and
palette knife like manifesting the 'inner
rhylhm' of a dance felt from within; a dec-
laration of 'freeing the spirii' and 'inner
rhythm' highly charged, using paint tex-
tures, tactile in execution, displaying a free
spirit moving around the canvas. Maybe
this was a way lo a much more rejuvenat-
ed method of finding a kind of revived figu-
rative identical form in the creative process
she was then experiencing.

Looking for a 'free spirit' not attached to
any fixed idea or concept appears to sug-
gest a rnanifesting of the symbols of her
soul or 'real self' which eastern mystics
and other religions would say true spirit
and not the material objects outside of
oneself .

Some of her work in this exhibition is'unti-
tled'. Freeing the spirit implies attempting
or not attempting to define concepts. A
concept infers a name and is more fixed
and as much of her work has no title she is
true to herself. ln much more philosophical
thinking or no thinking, one may speculate
or intellectualise in definitions in conceptu-
al analysis; but not in this case.

'lnner Bhythm' and 'Freeing the Spirit' is
where there is nothing to do with the ego or
the motivation to act from choice, it is not
giving anything a name. Representation is
given up as the 'inner rhythm' takes over
and a choice less power which drives for-
ward, flowing in bizarre ways'with magic'
like words without connection or grammat-
ical function or paint on canvas without
preconceived design. as a child scribbles
and paints on paper. Traditional methods
of approach are thrown overboard to what
seems to be a relentless single-nrinded
aim. The momentum of power of her

approach seems paramount. A'free spirit'
has no bounds.

ln her work one cannot help noticing the
boldness of linear expression with painted
line, inner figurative forms giving a monu-
mental strength, which may stem from her
looking at the work of Piero Della Francesa
and Caravaggio. Often the line strays
inward into the figure unobtrusively as if by
accident rather than design and this pene-
tration of line seems to have ventured into
some of the heads seen in this current
exhibition, which appear to connect the
'inner'to the 'outer'. From outside the form
to within the form, symbolizing still the
wayrvard 'free spirit' in the flow of line.

ln this exhibition, the full-length figures of
women are seen to emerge from the tangle
of background of paint textures often in
siaccato rhythm, emanating from a head of
flowing locks outwards and around the
bodies. The initial outline vanishes in a
riotous cascade oJ textures falling around
the form where the background merges
with the figure form.

The extensive use of gold paint, more par-
ticularly in the figure than the ground, helps
illuminate a kind of feeling something
being revealed. a revelation, a resurrec-
tion! This becomes much stronger as this
feeling was extended and became more
substantial in the series of 'Head' paint-
ings, particularly in'Head l'where the head
faces upward, as if it is coming up from the
earth with the hair of the head and earth
becoming mingled.

Gold was much used in religious medieval
painting generally as an unreal back-
ground, which gave a sense of luminosity,
a light on r,vhich the figures of saints and
Christ were painted. Dorninica reverses
this. Her heads and women here shine out
from the background in pristine clarity, thus
expressing light shining out from the dark-
ness^

Geoff Underwood
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rtheartistthework must also thank very much Warw,ickshire
ents to achieve a College School of Afi and Design in their

It must fulfil ongo- continued sponsorship, cobaltuk ltd for my
also generate aes- time and TW printers for tlreir subsidy and
hough being large- excellent service to us.

-^e committee has met five times since
-.nuary to review membership [now 232]

=-l accounts and to discuss the {uture
:':ction of LSA itself and the role of 'art-
s:ace', especially in the light of the devel-
::nent of our website.

:iity Sira has been co-opted onto the
:-nmittee to develop a database and a
:-clicity strategy for us. l'd like to thank
S:ny for agreeing to undertake this role.

,',: have been enormously helped with ihe
::ia collection by a company called
'.'arket Location who have provided us
, :r a lot of potential contacls and outlets

--' artspace' in particular.

'': y/ere fodunate to have James Plaskitt
'.'= agree to launch the website at the
:.:rrp Rooms in July and the number of
- :s the sile receives has been 25000 since
:-: iaunch. There are now more artists on
:-: site and their work is being seen by
:=cple from all over the world.

--'ough contacls at WDC we acquired the
J:encer St Church for an exhibition of
-:mbers' work which looked really
-cressive when it was ail hung, abiy co-
:---inated as usuai by Steve Phillips. We

=': also discussing aiternative studio
.:ace for us to use once the rebuilding of
l:encer Yard starts in January.

'ould like to invite members to suggest
:=.ns for future agendas and to suggest
, -;s that we might enable more general
- . olvement r,vith LSA.

Brian Lamont

:: :':. :AFT$PAeF;:,|:t,it:'t.ttti:'l" :: a.t:,.:,,tt,.,t:,'

:i.,,i,,,,,' .:.:.EditCfialir:. .,,,i.,:::, :,,.:,r,rii'i"'::,,,,..,.,':..:.:....:....
--e 'Coverart' in this issue is that of Alan
l.er who had recently joined LSA. The
:'aiving as shown arises from the use of
:^ "ldeas Processing" technique which
r an carries out while pursuing various
::cics he is studying. Each work is the
:'cduct of a pafticular idea or set of ideas
,',riclr is being investigated. Besides this
::as processing function he tries to bring
::gether lhe various aspects of his training
:^d research interests - these are, fine art
:'actice, texVdiagram based theoretical
':search and visual or pictorial aesthetics.
r the drawing two types of language com-

ly text-based and having arisen {rom theo-
retical study, should hold its own as picto-
rially complete staternents. Arguably, for
the work to function iconically as a pictori-
ai image the semantic function of the writ-
ing rnay suffer, resulting in text urhich
becomes like concrete poetry.
Alternalively, to derive meaning from the
writing - a linear sequential process - the
expressive impact of the picture as an aes-
thetic object might be cornprised. This
interplay between tr,vo types of expression
or aesthetic, or alternative modes of per-
ceptual apprehension is what is being
explored in the r,vork.

Alan Dyer studied Fine Ari from '1965 to
1970 at Burnley School oi Art and Bristol
Polytechnic. ln the early 1970s he studied
psychology of perception and pictorial
form. He subsequently speni a year at the
University of Birrningham Medical School
studying anatomy and neurology and car-
ried out research into the role of psycholo-
gy in art education and psychotherapy. He
worked as a university lecturer for twenty
four years, teaching courses on the psy-
chology of aft and art history. ln 1997 he
left teaching to concentrate full-time on
research, writing and drawing. He has
recentiy written a book on the work of
Alison Lambert which is obtainable locally
at Waterstones and which is reviewed in
this issue.

Since the last issue the editor has been
very busy as per usual. I was invited to
become the new editor of the Royal
Photographic Society prestigious
Contemporary Photography Group
Magazine and will take the post up in the
autumn. After 23 years of teaching film and
photography in artschools of which the last
11 were at Warwickshire College, I have
agreed to take up a new and challenging
role in the Coliege to head up a new
research and development unit into e-
learning and will be responsible for its
implementation across the new siles of
Leamington Spa, Moreton Morrell and
Rugby. A very important and exciting
prospect.

We are really pleased that Stoneleigh
have agreed to sponsor the colour cover
and that LSA have decided to sponsor the
inside colour pages. 'artspace' is an inde-
pendent arts journal which incorporates
LSA news. Warwickshire Arts Week
seems a fitting time to switch to colour. I

The LSA website has been officially
launched with well over 100 people attend-
ing the evening with James Plaskitt MP on
Friday 21st June. lt has now had over
25000 hits. We seem to be very popular in
the Netherlands, Japan, Belgium,
Australia, Germany and Mauritius. lt's nice
to see the USA Military as well taking an
interest in the visual alts. What is now very
interesting is that all the new applications
for membership to LSA are coming via the
web, on average 3-4 a week.

For those who have visited the site you will
have noticed that the lvebsite has won
three awards and more are being consid-
ered. I have also rnanaged to get a content
deal with the BBCiand other opporlunities
lie there within. Members will be getting a
ietter from me about the website in partic-
ular and what it has achieved so far.

Bill Jackson

Bill Jackson - Journal Editor ( 01926 772445)
Pete Mccarthy - Features Editor ( 01780815545)
David Phillips - Reviews Editor ( 01926 3122'lZl
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Most serious artisls would welcome a thor-
ough examination of their work in mid-
career, I should have thought. This book
does just that. lt coincides with an exhibi-
tion of Alison Lambert's work at the Jill
George Gallery, Soho, London and one
that rvill tour nationally, starting at the
James Hockey Gallery in October. lt is
rather a beautiful book with quality pape4
clear and easy to read typeface, and mar-
vellous illustrations. and easy to handle.
The designer and author have given a
great deal of thought to the presentation.
It amounts to a catalogue raisonne with
work going back to 1984, when Lambert
graduated from art school, so that her
development can be easily followed. lt
goes fufiher than a simple analysis, for the
artist and her vision are placed within the
development of ideas, which helped deter-
mine the art of the last cenlury. lt is as if the
author has distilled years of research and
teaching into a precise and perceptive
commentary that both illuminates the
artist's work and contextualises it.

Tlre book is divided into four pans: 1.

Developmental Stages (archaic and mytl>
ic sources 1984-1 989, the classical irnage
1989-1997. the human head 1997-1999.
and drawing the figure 1999-2001); 2.
Drawing (materials, processes and influ-
ences); 3" History and Theory (ideology
and history, psychology and archetypes);
and 4. Conclusion with Plates and a
Catalogue. This outline of the structure
gives the flavour of the comprehensive and
full treatment that the book gives to the
work of the aftist. What then of the cri-
tique?

VVell, what I liked about it was that all the
time it was made clear that the analysis
and the theory in no way fuelled the art.
Lambert came from a worid of horses into
art school and this was her obsession pro-
viding her with a ready made subject. Yet
her treatment of them was not in the tradi-
tion of the English Spoding Print but rather
one inspired by Goya, Velasquez and El
Greco, after a visit to the Prado. From
there she moved onto Greek Mythoiogy
and Homer's Odyssey as inspirational
sources {1984-1989). The work was not
illustrative but rather an expression of the
threat, foreboding and menace that she
equated with these ailists and that culture.
This evocation was largely achieved by
lrer technique of charcoal drawing on thick
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lrand-rnade paper. itself torn and held
together by a dense mesh of charcoal
marks. The practical business of making
the drawings and follor,ving her instincts
are the determinates as she emphasises
in any statement she has made about her
art. The archaic and mythic sources lead to
the classical images(1989-1997) that
'combine a humanistic sense of the ideal
with that conlemporary alrnosphere of
uncertainty and crises which has cl-larac-
terised much 20th century art dealing with
the hurnan figure'. The series of heads fol-
low (1997-1999) and in these there is the
search for quintessential humanity,
inspired in part. by Medieval religious
imagery although the heads are more
classical but personal in feeling, gradually
leading as her interests widened to North
American native lndian tribes and then
simply to images of a variety of ethnic
types, to a greater naluralism. Forrn Heads
she turned to iigures, huge and monu-
mental (1991-2001) that have preoccupied
her to lhe present. These are challenging
works by any definition and Dyer sees that
she has purged her classical associalions
in the main in her search for essences
embodied in the physicality of the seem-
ingly vulnerable, namely ourselves and all
we stand for. and therefore powerful
metaphors in a search for some kind of
'truth'. lt is the honesty that shines through
in her work that goes beyond nostalgia or
pastiche as she wrestles with the dualisrn
lhat characterises her work on a number
of different levels.

It is here that Dyer himself comes into play
on page 29 for he poses a fundamental
question that must concern all artists as to
whether it is still worth asking serious
questions about human identity and exis-
tence. 'Arlistic vision miglrt appear unfash-
ionable in the context of current analytical
and deconstructionist trends.There are
conternporary theorists who would seek to
bypass the issues raised by Lambert's
work and put in their place either a
detached and ironic relationship with the
social and material lvorld or imply that any
discussion of meaning and value is point-
less since there is no graspable objective
reality within uilrich a fundarnental notion of
meaning might be situated. if we have no
access to a reality beyond the signs and
symbols of languaEe then it is only signi-
fiers and not a signified reality that must
be tlre artist's available stock in trade. lt is
therefore futile to search for any funda-
mental calegories of truth which might give
a special sense of meaning or purpose to
human life....The questions do not go away
simply because certain answers have
been declared untenable. To adopt a neg-
ative or ironic siance would rnean aiigning
herself with what she perceives to be the
conceptual by-products of a dehumanising
and fragmenting culture underpinned by a
reductionist science and an economically
based comrnodification, not just of the
material environrnent but of the social and
mentai world'. I have quoted this passage
at length partly to give you a flavour of the



I rson Lambert 'Emergence'

-:'t and partiy as it is a crucial issue that
-=nbert attempts to resolve. 'She is still

: rking with those existential themes
^rch will, in all likelihood, leap-frog the

-lre negative consequences of decon-
-:-uctionist assumptions and reassert
'--:rnselves in a new guise. Not one which
': es on authority, God. State or Leader
,-i one thai sees human iife as wholly
:rbedded in the material world. the world
:' physical survival and social and psy-

--ological needs. A life that is integral to'-: life of the planet , the biosphere from
^ich we derived our existence and

, -ich, when our relationship with it is prop-

=-.,' understood, will provide us with some

=:gtee of resolution of our loss of identity
r^c traditional faiths and should help us
'=:l at home in the world'.

: fascinating chapter on Lambert's tech-
- :ue follows with a consideration of mate-
-a s and processes and the adoption and

=,ceptance of charcoal and torn paper
-:rher than oil or tempera or any other
-edium. Such technique is crucial to the
-iage as she struggles literally to find a
':solution to the task in hand. The sharp,
:-ttle dryness of charcoal suited her
:iysical approach to drawing and helped
-:r to generate a distinct and expressive
-andwriting'. After many years she now
' rds that the works are even more difficult
:: complete and seem gradually to be turn-
-g into shallow relief sculptures.

r sharp contrast the chapter on theory and
- story, psychology and archetypes reach-
:s into the study from the studio to pose

and answer some of the more abstract
questions that any ihinking aftist has to
grapple with . lt considers how Lambert's
work and others working in the figurative
tradition and with more traditional means is
meaningful. li borders on brilliance lor it
sets out clearly the dilemma facing arlists
to-day in the development of conceptual-
ism as a seemingly dominant mode within
a theoretical and historical context. The
exposition would comiort many an anist
uvho feels besieged by the seeming light-
weight ideas that pass for aft and are
hailed as meaningful as they parade their
wares in top galleries. Such artists are not,
as Lamben is not, obsolete but searchers
who seek to represent new thinking. 'By
seeing nature...as a living entity it might be
possibie to forge a (new) model of human
existence'. One gets carried along by
Dyer's prose and undersiands clearly his
position where he offers hope for mankind
and that artists and others must 'revisit
those ideals and values which might pro-
vide a key to resolving the conflicts which
reside at the head of human life'.

Alison Lambert 'Grdeon'

This book is essentially a study of Alison
Lambert's work, thinking and development
and executed in a masterly fashion. lt also
seems to set out Alan Dyer's understand-
ing of the present art scene from the point
of view of those artists who have held on
to the more traditional ways ol working. So
it offers not only a thorough explanation of
one artist's work but a structure on which
many afiists coufd argue their case for the
activity in lvhich they are engaged. From
both perspectives it is a book that any artist
or supporter of art should seriously consid
er buying for their own libraries.

A Welsh painter in London whose work fills
the gallery space with colour embracing
the canvases through paint in any number
of ways. lt leases the su#ace with light
touches, it saturaies areas with ruvarm

clutches, it expostulates in its declaration
of daring. No, these are not timid works or
small but large superb orchestrations o{ a
wide chromatic range. These evocative
paintings truly capture the gardens of
London and bring out the creative intensi-
ty of colour in restricted places, so differeni
from the wild green hills and mountains of
Wales. So nelv were some o{ these paint-
ings that the paint glistened as if dew had
enriched the colours and reinforced their
potency. lt was if some painter of the wild
had been constrained in some small but
lovely area and seen lhe possibility of
dancing betlveen the plants. the flowers,
the trees, the shadows and the dappled
light, to grasp it in their arms and throw it
on to the canvas like a rnagic lantern
show.except that the shapes and the
forms had the density of paint.

Tlris was the challenge and the paintings
filled our minds urith all manner of associ-
ations. ln keeping with the virulence of this
artist there was a room of paintings in
complete contrast, some round in format
that were black and white. and the
abslracted markings were as if one were
seeing ihe world througlr a screen, as if
there were information overload, and one
slruggled to decipher the unintelligible, so
that the means became the message. This
is an indication of the imaginative power of
this artist who for the momeni after years
in Wales is exploring the wider world but
always with one eye looking home. The
title of the extribition is a line from one of
Fl.S.Thomas' poems r,vhere a garden is a
point of focus whenever we think of
nature. lt is a paradox that by controlling
nature we can appreciate it in all its loveli-
ness. Catrin's paintings are the equiva-
lents of this concept for her paintings allow
us to respond more profoundly through
metaphor to this consolidation and appre-
ciate the poetry in naiure through visual
artefacts.

Dave Phillips
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REBEKAH SUfiON
BILL JACKSON
NEIL MOORE

Pandoras Basernent
Church Street

Leamington Spa

Here we have three very different aflists
exhibiting their work iogether. Despite
being in the confines o{ the basement ol
Rebekah Sutton's home, (a space used
exceptiorrally well), each artist's work is

viewed very much in its own entity without
clashing but strangely engaging with each
other through lheir own uniqueness.

Rebekah Sutton's rvork is a mix of land-
scapes. porlraits and still lifes. There is a
lightness irr the colour she uses in her
piece 'lilies' which I can only describe as
the sunshine of blue and green, which
exonerates the while of the lilies.

Her sel{-porlrait has an intensity and yet

still that sense of lightness where there is
almost a sedr-ictive play'{ulness in the touch
of red on the top lip, which is so lipstick
like, there is even a red smudge of it on the
frame of the painting!

As one moves from Rebekah Sutton lo
Neii Moore one is arryesiruck by the beauty
ol the paintings and the precision of his
almost photo-realist technique. There is a
shiver of excitement in viewing Neil
Moore's rr,rork as it challenges the viewer in
its frank depiction of cl'tildren and sexual
anxiety. The paint conveys a translucency
which serves to emphasise the nakedness
and create a fragile sense of reality.

One hears Bill Jackson's installation piece

before one sees it. Sounds of the sea:
water crashirrg, water lapping. And then a
face appears swimming behind the siihou-
ette of fishes as the water glimmers and
moves on the retlection orr the wall behind
the fish tank. lt's alrnost cubist in lts
atlempt to experience, hear and see Jrom

ditferent angles. Abstract, yet at the same
time realistic. this simultaneous vision
goes one step furlher lvith sourrd.

.TIME'

GAWGallery
Leamington Spa

The other part of the gallery could not real-
ly have rnore clifferent for we were plunged
into the world of the designer with wonder-
ful macintosh computers triggered for us to
enter any number of different design
worlds and be taken alvay into the com-
plexities of design technology. This vuas

most worthy and excitinE, for it was an
opporlunity to experience creativity in dif-
ferent dinrensions. An impressive demon-
stration and an insight into the future.

Dave Pltillips

BRIDGET RILEY
Prlnts 1963 - 2001
Rugby Art Gallery

Rugby Art Gallery's nelv interior will proba-
bly never look better than it does with this
exhibition of prints and paintings by one of
Britain's finest. The ciean iines of the prints
and the patrician curves of the painlings
complement the complex space of the
galiery to perfectiort. This is a sophisticat-
ed and elegant show. The disciplined pro-
fessionalism never falters. lt was there in
1963 and it's stiil there in 2001.

The eye-twisters of the 60s are kept down
to a minimum - mercilully in my view. lt was
never the strongest feature of her lvork
even though she made her name with it.

More than ever lhey look like those illus-
trations you get in books that are trying to
demonstrate the vagaries of humarr per-
ception. They don't so much look dated as
curiously out ol place like a hippie high on
speed. The later lvorks are much calmer.
The impeccable quality of the lines and
shapes and the finely balanced colour
gives the r.vorks a structured deterrlinacy,
that it's difficult to argue with.
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Conversely however, it's also hard to warm
to such cold, clean etticiency. Unlike Frank
Stella ior instance, she's stuck to her guns
through lour decades of production. ln the
same period of time he has gone from min-
imal austerity to postmodernist baroque.
She hasn't strayed at all. The nearest she
gets to anything that could be called self-
expression is a Matisse-like arabesque
that appears in the newer work. Even here
the process itself seems to have generated
the imagery as if programmed in advance.
The genesis of the work predates the digi-
tal. There's a series irom the 60s, 19
Greys, that's lust as precise as any Coral-
paint version might have been. The cata-
logue notes tell us lhat it was a pig to pro-
duce. By hand, it would have been - no
laser printers lo smooth the'"vay in thase
days - and perhaps lhis is part of ils
appeai. The four panels resonate like a
finely tuned instrumenl in lhe hands of a
master craftsman. lt's one of the few works
where the linear elemerits aren't alloured to
dominate.

The rest of the show clearly demonstrales
her preference for the line-based approach
even when its absence might have had a
liberating effect. The iarger works on can-
vas can often seem like a turn round the
exercise yard. They cover the ground by
extension so they rarely coalesce. There is
a print tholigh, To Midsummer i1984) that
does escape lrom the linear straight-jack-
et. Mid-tone colour contrasls allow a blur-
ring of the edge which creales a cleaned-
up impressionist effect. lt still remains a
crisper, cooler afJair than your average
messy Monet but it's mcre than just the
sum oi its own parts.

It's this almost universal absence of an
image-equivalent experience that allows
the shorv to meld so successfully with the
space. The exhibition is best considered
as an installation. lf seen this way its con-
sistency and coherence, sustained over
such a long period of time, cannot Jail to
rmpress.

Peter lvlcCarthy
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I Pancioras Basement

Satty Sira
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MIDDLETON & JACKSON review on page 1

PHIL GODDARD review on pase 4

STEVE PHILLIPS review on pase 1
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MICK RAFFERTY review on page 1
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Sira-Art Gonsultancy
Sira-Art Consultancy is currently seeking artists.

I RAY SPENCE

We are looking to create a portfolio to present to homes, businesses and organisations
who want to purchase real art for the work and home environment.

lf you are interested in learning more and wish to present your portfolio for selection, please contact
Satty Sira on 01926 430109 I 07813 015939 or e-mail satty@sira-art.co.uk

The website is currently in progress and can be viewed at
http ://www.sira-art. co.u k

Bill Jackson, Dominica Vaughan, Ray Spence and Lynda Cook are the first four artists
to be represented by Sira-Art.

Each of these artists portfolios can also be seen at
www.lsa-artists.co.uk

'artspace' gratefully acknowledges its sponsors

Stoneleigh Leamington Studio
Artists

TW Printing Warwickshire
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